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for Forensic DNA Laboratories

Monoclonal Antibody-Based 
Fluorescent Detection of Human Sperm

from Sexual Assault Evidence

SPERM HY-LITERTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductory slide – Method can be used for both rapid screening of backlogged cases and analytically for ongoing cases.

Will discuss, briefly, how the laboratory started this project, briefly who we are and then directly to the method and results using SPERM HY-LITER

Three parts: first the presentation, then a short hands-on with some slides and solutions to demonstrate just how easy it is to use SPERM HY-LITER and then turn you over to the microscope expert – Dina.





Introduction to Independent Forensics

5,600 sq ft of combined laboratory and office space

Suburban Chicago –

 

18 minutes from O’Hare
–

 

30 minutes from The Loop 

Laboratory personnel: MS and Ph.D. scientists

Contract R & D

Products for Forensic 
Laboratories

Forensic DNA laboratory
Accreditations: ISO 17025, NY-DOH, AABB, CLIA

Specialize in LCN / Trace Protocols
Profiles from <  0.1 ng

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A background slide of IFI laboratory – designed to provide a little information in a non-threatening manner and to emphasize that IFI is neither a threat nor competition to state crime laboratories, but can actually provide products to make governmental laboratories more efficient.





Presentation Outline

R & D contract from Federal Law Enforcement Agency

Lateral Flow Immunochromatographic Strip Tests

RSIDTM-SALIVA
RSIDTM-SEMEN

RSIDTM-BLOOD

Fluorescent Detection of Sperm from Sexual Assault evidence 

SPERM HY-LITERTM

SPERM TELLIGENCETM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Origin of the project – cannot explicitly talk about FBI, but can mention that both RSID and HY-LITER derive from research projects initially funded and controlled by the largest law enforcement organization in the world.

All the strip tests are derived from a project to improve both the science and practice of serology – testing for body fluids and finding sperm.  Serology group was unhappy with the methods and scientific basis of determining body fluids and contracted for better tests.  The RSID series are direct result of this effort.  SPERM HY-LITER is yet another product to be derived from the initial effort.

Designed to improve the science and efficiency of forensic crime laboratories by providing better tests and reagents.



SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER- Test Format: Microscopic Screening Method for Sperm

Antigen Detected: Human Sperm Heads

Antibodies:

 

Mouse monoclonal

Labeling:

 

Sperm: Alexa 488  /  Nuclei: DAPI

Sensitivity:

 

Single Human Sperm Head

Cross-reaction:

 

None detected –

 

Homo sapiens

 

specific

Test Read-out:

 

Visual

Preparation Time:

 

100 minutes –

 

10 minutes  ‘hands-on’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describes what SPERM HY-LITER is: microscopic screening test for sperm -  designed to replace or supplant current methods because of its overall efficiency, overall specificity and overall sensitivity.


Human sperm heads are the ideal marker as they are often the only remaining structure from the sperm that remains – most often, the tail, midesection and acrosome, outer membrane is lost  and cannot be identified.

In addition, as the ultimate goal is often to obtain a DNA profile, using the sperm head, where the DNA is found, is clearly an good approach: if the sperm head is there, there will be DNA.
No additional information is to be provided on the antigen: human sperm heads is all they will every know.

A single mouse monoclonal does the work.

The antibody is directly labeled – making the kit reliable and reproducible.  Also a second dye is included that will stain all the nuclei.  This is included in the kit during the process, essentially invisible to the user.  The second dye is added for several reasons: looking forward to automated software for sperm searches, having dual fluorophores will be crucial, looking forward to semi-automated laser capture, again dual fluorophores will be important.  Do not need to make use of the DAPI, but will provide additional information about the sample and the fact that male DNA is present.  

An Alexa dye was chosen for its photostability and because the spectrum is essentially identical to FITC, a widely used fluorescent dye with easy to find filters.

A single sperm head on a microscope slide can be easily detected – much more sensitive than any current method – audience will see for themselves on the live microscope.

Only human sperm has been detected to date: crime laboratories are very adept at testing particularly difficult and obscure samples and I am sure that many laboratories will try and make the test fail on different kinds of samples – so far only human sperm head react – and will show this data today.

The result are visual – either by computer, camera or eye – but they are dramatic and again will see that today on the microscope

The slides do have three, thirty minute incubation steps – hands on time is less than 5 minutes – will illustrate just how simple it is today with a kit – will actually have members of the audience perform a buffer addition and wash step – all over in about 30 seconds.
At the completion of the method, a stained, stable coverslipped, slide is ready for viewing – fluorescent signal is stable for years if stored in the dark.



SPERM HY-LITERTM

Sexual Assault 
Smear Slide

‘Magic’

 

Hydrophobic
Barrier Ring Marker

Fix
Permeabilize

10 min

Step 1:

Sample
Preparation

30 min

Step 2:

Blocking 
Solution
30 min

Step 3:

Sperm 
Staining
30 min

Step 4:

Mounting 
Media 
1 min

Step 5:

Wash
Sol’n

Wash
Sol’n

Wash
Sol’n

Wash
Sol’nStained, Mounted 

Cover Slipped Slide

Phase DAPI FITC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustrates the staining method when starting with a smear slide collected by the nurse or hospital -  some laboratories use the slides prepared by the nurse or examiner from various swabs – these slides are in the rape kit and many laboratories have to use them.  In some states, no smear slides are collected and laboratories make extracts from the collected swabs.

The method works equally well with either type of evidence. Here I will illustrate the method from pre-prepared smear slides  and show results from these kinds of preparations.  In a  little while I will illustrate the essentially identical technique using extracts from evidence swabs and show results from those kinds of samples.  Components are essentially the same and the method is identical.

Start with a smear slide – we provide a hydrophobic barrier magic marker pen – this allows the user to circumscribe an area of the smear that will be processed using the kit – in this way the reagents and buffers are added in a controlled manner and the concentrations and volumes are highly reproducible – in this way I know that every analyst will get the same result every time and every analyst will get the kit to work first and every time.  All the buffers and reagents are pre-measured against the diameter of the sample.. for those rare cases where you have to search the entire smear slide, or as the last remaining item of evidence, you can certainly outline the entire smear with the pen and roughly calculate how much more of the reagents to you have to add to cover the entire slide – this also will work, but for the vast majority of evidence, the enhanced sensitivity and ability to see all the sperm, even sperm under multilayers of cells.

The processing takes four steps, illustrated by the four different colored bottle caps – yes, it is my art work so these are meant to be bottles and here is the squirt or wash bottle that is used between each step – we provide the 10X wash buffer, you have to dilute it 1:10.  The wash is literally 3 seconds and gentle – the addition is two drops from each bottle, and you will be able to see what this is like today as I have a kit her you can play with.

Step 1; fix and permeabilize, wait 10 minutes, wash
Step 2: sample preparation – incubate 30 minutes – can work on the case notes, write in notebook, make calls...come back, 3 second wash, next step
Step 3:  Block solution addition – use red color bottle
Step 4: staining solution – another 30 minutes
Step 5: Mount the slide with the provided mounting media, use the provided cover slip – slide is ready for viewing – the slide here has been stabilized by painting the edges of the cover slip with nail polish – I travel with the slide and it gets banged around – 

Will now show three views of the same microscope field – basically these views are demonstrated by simply rotating the filter wheel on the microscope – first view is the phase picture, phase is an optical contrast method that lets us visualize unstained material or transparent material like cells – gives a sort’a 3-D view of the slide – by merely rotating the filter wheel we can then visualize the DAPI stain and see all the nuclei in the preparation – non-specific stain, but I think you will see there is information to be gathered using DAPI and finally, again simply by changing the filter, we can see the sperm in the FITC channel.  I will show you pictures and then you will do it yourself on the microscope.



SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER-

SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

staining

Cell Type Specificity
Buccal Extract, Smear slide

with

 

Sperm

Phase Contrast

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laboratory prepared specimen – all the cells look good – just the first test.  Here epithelial cells have been mixed with sperm and processed using SPERM HY-LITER.

First the phase is shown – the cells look fine – intact and complete

The DAPI filter reveals all the nuclei – this is a non-specific staining, all the nucleic acids are shown – now there is some information already in that some nuclei appear larger and some nuclei appear smaller – this is useful but no definitive – similar to KPIC or H&E staining.

The FITC filter reveals the sperm – only the green is now visible and only sperm heads are labeled.
�This is not the definitive picture, just the first one I want to show.  And yes, the preparation was not a difficult one – but if the technique does not reveal sperm from these kinds of samples, the technique will not be useful.

You will see more and more difficult samples as the demonstration continues.



SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER-

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

Phase Contrast View

SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

staining

Cell Type Specificity
Post-Coital Sample, Smear slide

with

 

Sperm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is every analysts’ nightmare.  We call it the needle in the haystack picture.

We have this mess of cells and who knows what else.

We demonstrate here what this kind of preparation looks like after SPERM HY-LITER processing.

The phase looks bad – multi cell layers, too crowded to make out much of anything

The DAPI confirms that the phase is really bad – all kinds of cells, many layers of cells and who knows what else.

The FITC however reveals only the sperm: they are easily identified even with this unacceptable preparation.  Note the reduction in simplicity using SPERM HY-LITER.  

From a complex slide to confirming the complexity to a simple interpretation: human sperm identified.







SPERM HY-LITERTM

Fix
Permeabilize

10 min

Step 1:

Sample 
Preparation

30 min

Step 2:

Blocking 
Solution
30 min

Step 3:

Sperm 
Staining
30 min

Step 4:

Mounting 
Media
1 min

Step 5:

Wash
Sol’n

Wash
Sol’n

Wash
Sol’n

Wash
Sol’n

Phase DAPI FITC

Two Position Masked Slide
1 2

1 2
Stained, Mounted 

Cover Slipped Slide

1 2Extract from Sexual
Assault Evidence

+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that forensic laboratories have either smear slides they are presented with from the sexual assault or they make their own slide from the primary evidence. Often laboratories have to do both: examine smear slide and prepare their own.

Here I am going to illustrate how SPERM HY-LITER can be used to process slides made from the primary evidence – the method works equally well from either swabs or stains.  Because my drawing and art work is limited, I will only show you from a swab – but you can imagine that instead of swab head, you have a stain cutting instead incubating in the microfuge tube.

The slide pictured is our specially prepared, hydrophobic masked slide with two positions.  The masking is designed to make processing slides easy and fast and in particular to allow an analyst to prepare many slides as once: the masking defines the area and facilitates the rinsing steps: water just beads up and washes out.

I will make a couple of volunteers actually test these slides at the end of my presentation to demonstrate, in a hands-on fashion, how easy it is to process SPERM HY-LITER samples.

From the extract of the swab or stain, the analyst will deposit anywhere from 1 to 100 microliters on the circle – this then air dried, or dried under a lamp or on a heat block set to low.  We all know analysts who use a flame thrower to heat fix their slides – the process will still work, but frankly a gentle heating is better.  Also please realize that our  slides are treated such that sperm and epithelial cells stick to the slide much more efficiently than the slides currently used in sexual assault kits – those kits use slides that are neither washer nor treated and ours are frankly better – also the masking is a superior approach.

In any event, the slide is then processed in an identical manner to the smear slides: same solutions, same incubation times, same consistent results because the volumes, areas and concentrations have been standardized using the 11 mm circle.  The processing will work first time, every time for every analyst.

At the end of the process there will be a stained, processed, mounted coverslipped slide.  Again, you do not have to add mounting media or a coverslip, but the optical quality is much improved if you do – and again it is include in the kit.

Will now demonstrate results obtained using masked slides and SPERM HY-LITER




SPERM

HY LITER- Phase Contrast

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

SPERM HY-LITER PLUSTM

 

staining

Cell Type Specificity
Buccal, Urine & Blood extracts

without

 

Sperm

SPERM HY-LITER PLUSTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have used body fluids and cells from blood, urine and epithelial without sperm. 

More cell types, more mess, slightly harder samples.

The phase picture is not as clean, better approximation to real world samples

Lets see how we do: the DAPI confirms the messier sample, all the nuclei are stained, but because of debris it is harder be sure of the picture.

The FITC filter reveals nothing, just as it should – no apparent cross reaction with these body fluids or different cell types.





SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER-

SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

staining

Cell Type Specificity
Buccal, Urine & Blood extracts

with

 

Sperm

Phase Contrast

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have taken the same cell types from all the body fluids and added sperm and then processed the slides with SPERM HY-LITER

Again the phase shows a messier slide, different kinds of cells, more debris

The DAPI confirms the phase and does not really give much of  hint to what we are about to see

FITC shows only the sperm – not so easy to see now that the cell types are different and the sperm morphology more obscured – 

Much more real world and yet SPERM HY-LITER looks good .  You will see similar, but more convincing when you look at the microscope yourself.





SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER-

SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

staining

Sensitivity & Specificity
Buccal, Urine & Blood Extracts

Down to a Single Sperm

Phase Contrast

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we demonstrate the same experiment, but have added more and more cells and less and less sperm.  Another form of the needle in the haystack, but with different cell types.

The phase shows a crowded field with who know what going on.

DAPI confirms this and is messy – cells, nuclei, different shapes....

FITC show a single glowing sperm head.  Nothing else.





SPERM

HY LITER-

SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

staining

Species Specificity
Animal Semen (various) 
without

 

Human Semen

Phase Contrast

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

SPERM HY-LITER PLUSTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mixed samples from a variety of animal species including
Horse
Cow
Pig
Sheep
Goat
Mouse
dog
cat

Unless the analysts in the room have used the McCrone set of sperm samples, identifying human sperm from this mixture is going to be impossible.

To be honest, current sperm identification is made by morphology and guesswork – words used by may analysts when they see our presentation.

The phase contrast shows the cells, the DAPI confirms the picture and the FITC filter demonstrates the specificity.







SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER-

SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

staining

Species Specificity
Animal Semen (various) 

with

 

Human Semen

Phase Contrast

DAPI Filter FITC Filter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mixed samples from a variety of animal species including
Horse
Cow
Pig
Sheep
Goat
Mouse
dog
cat

BUT 

have spiked some human sperm in the mixture

and the FITC reveals the human sperm in a background of animal species.




SPERM HY-LITERTMSPERM

HY LITER-

First Positive
 

Identification for Human Sperm

First Specific
 

Identification for Human Sperm

Sensitivity down to a single sperm

Fully Compatible with Automated Methods

Scan slides at lower magnification: 100X or 200X

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First method that actively identified sperm unique in the preparation.  
 
Current methods stain ALL the cells in the preparation – here only human sperm are stained.

Only specific method – again we need to be honest about how identifications are currently made – we do not know yet about higher primates, but certainly companion animals and domestic farm animals are not an issue

Sensitivity is clearly an advantage – single sperm is easy to spot – you will see that yourself

Completely designed for newly emerging methods for software analysis including automated sperm searches and laser capture, which are emerging methods

AND, most interestingly, slides can be scanned at much lower magnification -  meaning a much larger field of view, much more rapid screening of evidence.

Possible mention of stereomicroscope for screening large number of slides.





SPERM HY-LITERTM

Ideal for both
 

smear and extract slides

SPERM

HY LITER-

Does not obscure or destroy morphology, if present

Does not interfere with DNA extraction, PCR
or DNA-STR analysis

Forty-one (41) installs, thirteen validations (13) and
four (4) released for case work (as of 3/2010) 
and counting!) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flexible – all kinds of sexual assault evidence are specifically stained using this method.

Provides added information, confirmatory steps and multiple optical methods – morphology and subcellular structures, if present, are not altered by the method.

The staining procedure does not interfere, obscure or change DNA extraction, differential, amplication, PCR or CE techniques or method – the DNA is not affected in any way.

A growing number of laboratories are actively implementing the method into case work on sexual assault cases of all types including post-mortem, backlog cases, juvenile cases, etc.



Jennifer Old, Ph.D.

Brett Schweers, Ph.D.

P.W. Boonlayangoor, Ph.D. Chicago

Liz Graffy, MS

Marisa Farhner, M.S 

Acknowledgements: 

SPERM HY-LITERTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important slide as it has the name so the people who actually did the work


First experiments were performed by Dr. Old

That all the pictures and experiments you saw today were performed by Dr. Schweers,

That the laboratory technical leader is Dr. Boon – who has a wealth of experience and has a history of DNA testing from serology to RFLP to DQalpha and into the current STR world.

DNA analysts who prepared some slides for us, Marisa and Liz.





Test For Current Issue/Problem

Semen p30/PSA specificity / sensitivity

Blood hemoglobin specificity

Saliva amylase activity specificity

Sperm KPIC / morphology specificity / sensitivity

Test For New Issue/Problem

Saliva RSID-SALIVATM

 

α-amylase Better

Sperm SPERM HY-LITERTM

 

sperm head Solved

Blood SolvedRSID-BLOODTM

 

glycophorin

 

A

Semen SolvedRSID-SEMENTM

 

semenogelin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top:

Technology and markers for body fluid when we started this project – known tests with known problems for each body fluid
Semen: PSA is in all body fluids and in fact physicians perform the test from blood for men over fifty – the normal physiological ranges are wide and overlap and many women normally secrete PSA in their urine.

Blood: animal specificity and working range is not ideal or convenient for the forensic laboratory – also has significant High Dose Hook effect

Saliva: current enzymology is not specific, sensitive or convenient

Sperm: already know all about the current deficiencies

New Tests
Semen: seminal fluid only – more sensitive from real world samples and much more specific – not our marker, well established in the scientific literature
Blood: human only, and like all the RSID tests, the working range of the test is ideal for DNA laboratories – no high does hook effect, no false negatives
Saliva: better test, can and should be used to triage samples prior to STR  analysis – can make efficiency and monetary argument for RSID on bottles, cans, straws, envelopes,  BUT not butts (probably because of epithelial cells).

Sperm: shown the data already – will see for yourself in a little while.



Questions Comments Samples Gripes

Karl Reich

Tel 708.234.1200
Fax 708.978.5115

karl@IFI-test.com

www.IFI-test.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contact information

Can really contact the scientists who designed, produced and manufacture the products – phone rings at the desk and the e-mail is my inbox.
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